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Pivotaily mounted recessed light

(57) A recessed light comprising a generally cylindrical housing (1, Fig. 1) adapted to fit into an opening In a

support structure such as a ceiling (C, Fig. 1) and a bezel rim 2 adapted to support a lamp 5 and to be

removably received in the housing. The bezel rim includes a window 4 and support means for supporting a

lamp on one side of the window. The support means is pivotaily mounted on the bezel rim about an axis

spaced between the window and a lamp supported by the support means. The support means may comprise a

pair of spring clips 7 adapted to releasably engage the rim 13 of a lamp 5. Elastomeric seals may be provided

between the housing and the ceiling, between the bezel rim and the housing and between the bezel rim and a

glass disc (15, Fig. 1) which may be mounted in the bezel rim.
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RECESSED LIGHTS

The invention relates to recessed lights ofthe kind in which the U^t fitting is recessed in a

support structure such as a ceiling, wall or floor and in particular to recessed Ughts in which

5 a lamp (light bulb) is mounted for pivotal movement

In a known ceiling hght, a generally cylindrical housing fits into a circular opening cut into

a ceiling. A bezel rim is removably received in the housmg and includes an aperture

providing a window for the beam of a lamp and support means for supporting a lamp above

10 the window. The support means holds the rim of the lamp and permits a limited amount of

adjustment ofthe beam ofthe lamp through pivotal movement about an axis aligned with

the flat lens of the lamp. Lamps used in such lights have a focal point at about IS - 20mm

from the lens but in the known Ught described above only a very limited useful range of

pivotal movement is provided because of the large spacing between the pivotal axis and the

15 window.

The present invention provides an improvement by reducing the spacing between the

pivotal axis and the window. Accordingly, the invention provides a recessed light

comprising: a generally cylindrical housing adapted to fit into an opening in a support

20 structure; and a bezel rim adapted to support a lamp and to be removably received in the

housing; wherein the bezel rim includes a window and siq)port means for supporting a lamp

on one side ofthe window; and wherein the support means is pivotally mounted on the
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bezel rim about an axis spaced between the window and a lamp supported by the support

means.

Embodiments ofthe invention are described below with reference to the accompanying

5 drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a vertical cross-sectional view through the components of a ceiling light

showing how these components are fitted into an opening in a ceiling;

Figure 2 -4 are side views, partly shown in cross-section, of a bezel rim supporting a lamp;

and

10 Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the bezel rim taken at 90° to the views ofFigs 2-4.

In the ceiling light shown in Fig 1, a cylindrical housing 1 is fitted in known manner into a

circular opening in a ceiling C. A fi-ont insert or bezel rim 2 is removably receiving in the

housing and is retained in position by retaining springs 3. The bezel rim has a central

1 5 aperture forming a circular window 4 and supports a lamp 5 which, when switched on,

directs a beam of Ught through the window.

An improved bezel rim is shown in more detail in Figs 2-6 and includes support means for

supporting a lamp 5 above the window 4 in the form ofa pair of spring clips 7 mounted

20 opposite one another on the bezel rim for pivotal movement about a horizontal axis 8

provided on upstanding parts 9 of an annular wall 10 of the bezel rim. The retaining

springs 3 are not shown in Figs 2-5 may conveniently be mounted on the outer sides ofthe
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upstanding parts 9.

As shown in Figs 2-5, the spring clips 7 have a flat rectangular part 1 1 which is formed

with an elongate slot 12 for receiving the rim 13 of the lamp 5 which is of the type having a

5 generally flat lens 14. The spring clips 7 and sufficienfly resilient to allow rq>lacement of

the lamp.

As seen in Figs 2-4 the lamp and spring cUps 7 can pivot as a unit about the axis 8 for

adjustment ofthe angle of the beam through the window 4. The axis 8 is spaced above the

window but below the lens 14 of the lamp. This greatly increases the useful range of

10 pivotal movement ofthe lamp over which the beam is substantially directed through the

window. A glass disc 1 5 shown in Fig 1 but omitted for clarity in Figs 2-5 is mounted in

the bezel rim immediately above the window and held in position by a circular spring (not

shown). Elastomeric seals are provided between the housing and the ceiling, between the

bezel rim and the housing and between the glass disc and the bezel rim. The seals isolate

15 the electrical components ofthe light fiom the environment of the room below it.



1 A recessed light comprising:

a generally cylindrical housing ads^ted to fit into an opening in a support structure;

and

a bezel rim adapted to support a lamp and to be removably received in the housing;

wherein the bezel rim includes a window and support means for supporting a lamp

on one side ofthe window;

and wherein the support means is pivotally mounted on the bezel rim about an axis

spaced between the window and a lamp supported by the support means.

2. A ceiling light as claimed in claim 1 wherein the support means comprises a pair of

spring clips pivotally mounted opposite one another on the bezel rim and adapted to

releasably engage the rim ofa lamp.

3. A ceiling hght substantially as described herein with reference to the accompanying

drawings.



Amendments to the claims have been filed as follows

CLAIMS

1. A recessed light comprising:

a generally cylindrical housing adapted to fit into a circular opening in a ceiling;

5 a seal between the housing and the ceiling;

a bezel rim adapted to support a lamp and to be removably received within the

housing;

a seal between the bezel rim and the housing;

a window in the bezel rim and a glass disc mounted in the bezel rim above the

10 window;

a seal between the glass disc and the bezel rim;

support means on the bezel rim for supporting a lamp above the window and

comprising a pair of spring clips pivotally mounted opposite one another on the bezel rim

about a common axis spaced between the window and a lamp supported on the spring clips;

1 5 wherein each ofthe spring clips is adapted to releasably engage the rim ofa lamp.

2. A recessed light substantially as described herein with reference to the

accompanying drawings.
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